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MILLENIALS IN THE LABOR MOVEMENT
The Mission: The New Jersey State AFL-CIO Young
Workers Program seeks to equip the next generation of
working men and women with the tools, knowledge,
and values to ensure a sustainable labor movement and
to promote workplace justice for all.
Why Young Workers Matter: The best way to respect
the history of the labor movement is to make sure that
our movement has a future; that future lies in the
hands of young workers.
Union membership has been falling for more than half a century due to factors including bad trade deals, outdated labor laws, political attacks, and a
lack of outreach to younger members.
Since its inception in 2014, the young workers program has served as a vehicle to address each of these challenges. This program provides a framework
within which, young trade unionists can build leadership skills, learn about
labor history, understand labor's policy priorities, and play an active role in
revitalizing the labor movement.
Establishment of the Young Workers Program: On June 11, 2014, over 600
New Jersey State AFL-CIO delegates voted unanimously to adopt a resolution
establishing a statewide young workers program under the auspices of the
New Jersey State AFL-CIO to engage, train, and empower New Jersey’s next
generation of workers.
For more information on the “Young Workers Program” please email: YoungWorkers@njaflcio.org

Important Dates:
04/24 General Membership Meeting
06/08 Teamsters Local
331 Scholarship
Awards Breakfast

07/13 Teamsters Local
331 BBQ Beach
Party

Since the start of the new year our office has been a buzz of
activity., 2019 will be a busy year for our Local. We welcomed Keith Adams into our fold as a new Construction Business Agent, he has been a longtime member and we are excited to welcome him. He has had a positive impact on
members which he has been assigned to service, as well as
our workplace.
We have successfully ratified contracts recently and are in the process of proposal meetings on quite a few other contracts to prepare for the future negotiation meetings. It is important for members to pay attention and participate in the decisions that are made regarding your proposals and ratification
of your contracts. For every employee, both those in the public and private
sector, what goes on in the world of politics has a direct connection to the
Union’s ability to advance and protect the members’ interests. Legislatures
pass and enforce laws that can make it easier or harder for Unions to organize, to protect members’ health and safety, to bargain for reasonable health
care coverage, and to improve countless other aspects of working life. As
we’ve seen all too often recently, what is won at the bargaining table can be
taken away with a stroke of a pen by elected officials who are not worker
friendly, or by appointed or elected judges. It is important to pay particularly
close attention to those that are running for office and their platforms, it
could hurt or help you. Remember YOU are the Union!

THE STRUGGLE IS REAL FOR WORKERS
Sometimes statistics don’t tell the whole story.
That’s certainly the case with today’s economy.
So-called experts point to increased jobs and decreased unemployment as if it means that
hardworking Americans should be instantly OK. But they shouldn’t be fooled by those numbers, and neither should the working public.

Increasingly workers aren’t making enough to get by. While the rich have gotten immensely
richer over the past few decades, pay at most middle-class jobs has remained stagnant. In
some cases, such workers are finding themselves on the chopping block, like what happened
at General Motors earlier this month when the mega-profitable company decided to
“restructure” and ended up cutting some 14,000 jobs.
Additionally, federal workers and contractors were devastated by a partial government shutdown that left them without paychecks for 35 days. That’s more than 800,000 people who
had to struggle to feed their families, pay their bills and keep a roof over their heads. While
federal workers will get that money back, tens of thousands of low-wage service contract
workers will be left to pick of the pieces of their tattered wallets on their own. Most likely,
they will never get that money back.
Here are the facts: 22.5 percent of workers are in a low-wage job that doesn’t pay above the
poverty threshold for a family of four; and 40 percent of American households lack a basic
level of savings that would allow them to subsist at a poverty level for three months if they
lost their income. That means there are tens of millions of workers who are struggling to
make ends meet. That is a bright, flashing sign that the nation’s current path isn’t working.
It’s time for elected leaders to stop telling lies that things are going in the right direction for
families. Because when push comes to shove, it is clear they’re not. The wealthy continue to
glean their monetary gains off the backs of the working class, padding their pockets while the
people who play by the rules continue to fall behind.

That’s where unions come in. The median union worker makes almost $10,000 more a year
than the median non-union worker. Plus, they are more likely to receive benefits and have a
retirement plan. Unions like the Teamsters bargain hard to provide fair pay for everyone, no
matter their gender, race or ethnic background. That cannot be understated at a time when
equality is not being happening in most workplaces.

Workers must join together and demand a better deal from their employers and
from lawmakers. Don’t be fooled by the top-line numbers – hardworking Americans deserve more.

On Monday, January 21, 2019 our hall hosted a rally in support of the workers that
were affected by the Government Shutdown. It was attended by many workers
sharing their stories, Union’s representing the workers, political dignitaries as well
as the media to get the message out. Another rally followed on Friday, January
25th at the entrance to the FAA Tech Center.

US Senator Robert
Menendez

Robert Challender, Pres.
AFGE Local #200

Teamsters Local #331 Officers, Staff
and members

Rally of united Unions!
US Congressman Jeff Van Drew
Representative 2nd District

Maureeen Smith FAA Tech Ctr.
Terminal 2nd Level Engineer

Charles Wowkanek, Pres.
AFL-CIO

William Pomales, FAA Tech Ctr.

Glen Bratlie—UPS

Glenn has been a Teamster for 17 years and
has been a dedicated Shop Steward for the
past 3 years. He takes pride in what he does
serving as a Shop Steward, as well as putting
family first; during the recent loss of his wife
Amy.
He has three children Alyssa (26), Glenn, Jr.
(22) and Laura (16). His hobbies when UPS
allows are spending time with his family and
Grandson Chase.
We appreciate the work that Glenn has done
for Teamsters Local 331, and we THANK YOU,
you are a true “Rock Star”!

Vigilance in the workplace
Don’t make the mistake of thinking that the existence of rights on a page
somewhere means that you’ll always be able to count on those protections.
Rights that aren’t exercised can in fact disappear over time; you can lose
what you don’t protect. So you need to know where your rights come from,
and how to use your union to protect them. In practical terms, this means
that when your employer breaks the rules, you need to make sure that your
union steward knows about it. A steward’s job is to be the “eyes and ears” of
the union, but a steward can’t be everywhere at once, and that’s why individual members have the responsibility to be the steward’s “eyes and ears.”
That way, the union/employer structures that are in place can be used to prevent changes for the worse in the day-to-day conditions of the workplace.

MOCK
NEGOTIATION WORKSHOP
At our February 2nd Meeting we
had our Shop Steward’s participate
in a “Mock Negotiation” dividing
the members into two groups the
“Company” and the “Union”. The
exercise was in hope of shedding
some light on the scenario’s and
process that unfolds when contracts are under negotiations..

During a recent visit to the Cape May County MUA
members were practicing for the upcoming
"Operators Challenge - Battle of the Boardwalk" a
water Olympics so to speak, being held in May.
All teams will compete in all events, each event will
be judged and scored separately against established
criteria. The scores of all events will be totaled to determine the champion team.
1) Safety
2) Pump Maintenance
3) Collections Systems
4) Laboratory
5) Process Control
The Teams: Jersey Devils and Riptide

Theresa Volpe ~ Tropicana

Canada Dry: Jose Gomez, Christian McGowan
Coca Cola: Philip Barnes, Christopher Hough, John Parker, Jesus Morales, Wilfredy Ramos,
Rhundy Kendricks, Christopher Picklo, Nauyan Cooper, David Voss, Hassan Boston, Elwood
Bell, Jr.
Vista Convention Services: Preston Milbourne III
Pleasantville BOE: Julian Rosario
Hamilton Township: Robert Lerner
Barrett Asphalt: Anthony Choinacki, William Woodson
Egg Harbor City: Tanya Hancock
Tropicana Hotel & Casino: Trung Nguyen, Carmen Amparo, Carol Miceli, Shah Asifzaman,
Nicole Bucciarelli, Harold Abarca, Lennis Perez

United Parcel Service: James Hausett, Gerald Williams, Joshua Yaede, Heidi Bailey, Donald Cotter, Marc Abreu, Leah Bailey
PODS: Monica Riley
Harrah’s Marina: Donnell Reynolds
SMG Wildwood: George Ashton, John Walsh, Bryan Bonner
Dean Transportation—Lehigh Valley: Gregory Costello
Safety Bus: Josue Delmond, Claudia Robinson, Rajesh Patel, Carlos Murillo, Melinda Chatman, Ramona Rodriguez, Dulce Perez-Cruz, Henry Dean III, Alfonso Ortiz, Luis Servano, Elsy
Parraga, Michelle Revis, Nikhail Domantovskiy, Chastity Evans
Brigantine City: Williams Lakes, David Riley
Atlantic County: Tierra Watts
JCAU: Stephanie DeJesus-Vasquez, Barbara Caldwell, Sarah Garwood, Briana Munoz
CITY OF ATLANTIC CITY: Everett Boston

WITHDRAW CARD
If you are laid-off, terminated or quit your employment, get a withdraw card.
This will save you from paying all back dues!
CALL LISA!
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